September 13, 2016
To: YLFA Board of Directors
From: Paul Brunner, TRLIA Executive Director
RE: TRLIA Request for Final Disbursement of Project Funds from 2008 YLFA Financing
 TRLIA Request to YFLA:
 YLFA authorize transfer of the balance of the YLFA Project Funds (Fund 813) to TRLIA
and approve the attached draw request (Draw No. 23) for processing.
 Summary:
 TRLIA’s current local funding projections to achieve 200-yr Compliance (including
Goldfields) show that the remainder of the YLFA project funding is needed.
 With YLFA 813 project funds, TRLIA’s levee improvement work is fully funded. Other
TRLIA funding sources include State Funding from the Early Implementation Program
(EIP), Floodsafe Environmental Stewardship Statewide Resource Office (FESSRO) and
Urban Flood Risk Reduction (UFRR) programs as well as local funding from developers
that advanced funded levee impact fee obligations through various advance funding
agreements.
 YLFA Project Fund Balance Projection as of June 30, 2016 (See attached Bank
Statement)
1. Fund 813:
$6,701,375.44* (June 30, 2016)
 $5,023,468.55 Million remaining from original Project Proceeds balance
of $46.6 million.
 $ 1,677,906.89 Million balance of net interest earned in the fund.
* Reflective of $1,419,395.20 drawn of prior $2.0 Million authorization



TRLIA has incurred costs in the past that exceed the balance of the available funds in the
YLFA Project Fund. The attached draw request would be processed with the YLFA
Board’s approval to reimburse TRLIA for those previously incurred costs.

 Discussion:
 YLFA is evaluating the refinance of the outstanding balance of its 2008 financing. In
doing so, the balance of available Project Funds must be addressed. Two options are
available to YLFA to handle these proceeds;
1. YLFA can utilize the available proceeds to pay down existing debt thus lowering
the amount of debt to be refinanced; or
2. YLFA can expend the funds on eligible project costs.
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TRLIA Funding Need: In April 2016, TRLIA made a request to the YLFA Board for
additional funding in order to meet both the cash flow needs of TRLIA’s ongoing work
related to the implementation of the 200-yr Western Pacific Interceptor Canal project this
summer. In addition, TRLIA outlined its need for funding associated with the 200-Year
Goldfields Project. In response to this request, YLFA authorized two draws on Project
Fund proceeds. The first authorization of $2.0 in April 2016 and the second of $4.3
million in October 2016 pending a status report by TRLIA back to YLFA on its ongoing
work. These near term needs were primarily driven by the cash flow for TRLIA’s current
ongoing construction work and delayed reimbursements from DWR for TRLIA’s
previously completed work (the ongoing Feather River and Upper Yuba River Projects).
TRLIA’s long term cash flow projections demonstrated a need for the balance of the
YLFA funding through the implementation of the 200-Year Goldfields project.
However, the exact timing of the cash flow need is driven by the timing of retention
releases of State funding from DWR which are driven primarily by a complex closeout
process involving the transfer of real estate to the Central Valley Flood Protection Board.
The exact timing of this process is unknown. TRLIA has secured a commitment for the
State share of the 200-Year Goldfields project and is relying on YLFA funding as the
local share match to the State’s commitment. Ultimately the balance of all available
YLFA funding is needed by TRLIA to complete TRLIA Phase IV 200-Year levee
improvement program. The timing of when the funding is needed is driven by cash flow
demands.
In order to transfer the 813 Fund Balance today, eligible costs previously incurred by
TRLIA can be reimbursed by YLFA. The attached draw request documents those
eligible costs that TRLIA can be reimbursed by YLFA.

 Recommendation:
 Based upon the TRLIA financial need described above and the fact that YLFA is
evaluating a refinance of its 2008 financing and is faced with the decision of how manage
the remaining project fund balance, TRLIA recommends that YLFA modify its prior
authorizations to TRLIA and authorize the transfer of the entirety of the project fund
balance now and approve the attached draw request (Draw No. 23) in order to facilitate
the refinancing.
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